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Despite all the wild stories you have already heard about China, expect the nation to keep
blowing your mind.
That's because not only is China enormous and highly diverse, but most importantly, it's rapidly
changing.
Thus China's future already looks far different today than even five years ago. It's surely not your
father's 'Red China', or even your older brother's 'Made in China'...

15 Facts About China That Will Blow Your Mind >

By 2025, China will build TEN New York‐sized cities.

"[By 2025,] 40 billion square meters of floor space will be built -- in five million buildings.
50,000 of these buildings could be skyscrapers -- the equivalent of ten New York Cities."
Source: Mckinsey, "Preparing for China's urban billion"

By 2030, China will add more new city‐dwellers than the entire U.S.
population.

“[By 2030] China's cities will have added 350 million people—more than the entire population
of the United States today.”
Source: Mckinsey, "Preparing for China's urban billion"

China already consumes twice as much steel as the US, Europe and Japan
combined.

China is the steel market.
Even in 2010, as developed nation steel demand is expected to rebound, Chinese steel demand
will still dwarf all other major economies.
This also means that China drives the seaborne iron ore and coking coal markets as well, as these
commodities are key ingredients in steel.
Source: Business Insider, Posco Steel

If the Chinese, one day, use as much oil per person as Americans, then the
world will need seven more Saudi Arabias to meet their demand.

There are already more Christians in China than Italy, and China is on
track to become the largest center of Christianity in the world.

Due to the extremely rapid expansion of Christianity in China, there are now an estimated 54
million Christians in the country comprised of about 40 million Protestants and 14 million
Catholics.

Meanwhile, Italy has just 60 million people in total, of which only 79% are Christian these days.
Which means Italy has 47.4 million Christians, a full 12% less than China. It's partly because
16% of Italians are now irreligious.
Moreover, China's Christian population is set to grow far more rapidly than Italy's, or even much
of the world's even.
"...is not going to stop China from soon becoming home to the largest Christian population on
the globe, says the Archbishop of Canterbury, Rowan Williams, in an excellent and wellbalanced article he recently wrote for the Great Britain-China Centre."
Source: Wikipedia, Shanghaist etc.

Chinese are far more likely to believe in evolution than Americans.

"Only Russia (48%), USA (42%), South Africa (41%) and Egypt (25%) remained sceptical about
the scientific evidence that exists to support Darwin’s theory.
The results also show that a significant proportion of those people surveyed in the USA, South
Africa and India (43%) believe that all life on Earth, including human life, has always existed in
its current form.
In all other countries, people in China (74%), Mexico (69%), Argentina (68%), Great Britain
(63%) Russia, Spain (56%), and Egypt (52%) were of the view that more people thought that life
on Earth, including human life, evolved over time either by a process guided by God or as a
result of natural selection in which no God played a part."
Source: British Council

Chinese internet users are five times as likely to have blogs as Americans.

Yet these prolific bloggers are under the watchful eye of an internet police army:
"Although the existence of an internet police force - estimated at more than 30,000 - has been
known for some time, attention has previously focused on their work as censors and monitors.
Countless critical comments appear on bulletin boards of major portals such as Sohu and Sina
only to be erased minutes, or sometimes just seconds, later. In the most recent case, all postings
that blamed corrupt local officials or slow-moving police for the deaths of 88 children in floods
last Friday were removed almost as soon as they appeared."
Source: Business Insider, The Guardian

China has 150% more soldiers than America does, plus a high tech 'Kill
Weapon' the U.S. can't deal with.

China has about 3.4 million active military personnel compared to America's 1.4 million.
Moreover, in some key spaces, China might even have a tech advantage:
“After years of conjecture, details have begun to emerge of a "kill weapon" developed by the
Chinese to target and destroy U.S. aircraft carriers.
"The size of the missile enables it to carry a warhead big enough to inflict significant damage on
a large vessel, providing the Chinese the capability of destroying a U.S. supercarrier in one
strike. Because the missile employs a complex guidance system, low radar signature and a
maneuverability that makes its flight path unpredictable, the odds that it can evade tracking
systems to reach its target are increased. It is estimated that the missile can travel at mach 10
and reach its maximum range of 2000km in less than 12 minutes."
"If operational as is believed, the system marks the first time a ballistic missile has been
successfully developed to attack vessels at sea. Ships currently have no defense against a
ballistic missile attack.”
Source: U.S. Naval Institute

China still hasn't rid itself of Europe's medieval plague.

"[2009:] China has ended a quarantine blockade around a remote northwestern town hit by
pneumonic plague, Xinhua news agency reported late on Saturday.
"The outbreak of the highly infectious disease killed three villagers around Ziketan Town in
Qinghai province, Xinhua reported. But with no new infections reported for over a week,
authorities decided to lift the blockade on the remote town of 10,000 in a heavily ethnic Tibetan
area, Xinhua reported. China experiences sporadic outbreaks of the plague, which is typically
spread by rodents and fleas and can pass easily between people."
Some even suspect Chinese animal markets to be breeding grounds for new killer bugs.
"We face similar threats from other viruses and such epidemics can happen because we continue
to have very crowded markets in China," said Lo Wing-lok, an infectious disease expert in Hong
Kong.
Source: Xinhua Reuters

40% of Chinese small businesses went bust or almost went bust during the
world financial crisis.

"According to a report issued last week by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, 20 per cent
of small businesses had crashed and another 20 per cent went "to the brink of bankruptcy"
during the climax of the global financial crisis from October 2008 to March last year.
"According to my research, to date, most of the 20 per cent on the brink of failure have been
revived thanks to the recovering economy," said Chen Naixing, economist and director of the
academy's small business research centre."
Source: The Australian (Jan 2010)

China executes three times as many people as the rest of the world
COMBINED... and uses mobile execution vans for efficiency.

"[China carries out] almost three times as many as the rest of the world put together, according
to the most conservative estimate by Amnesty International. In 2008, the group confirmed 1,718
executions through news reports and public documents, but many others are not reported. Some
analysts say the figure may be above 6,000. The exact number is a state secret."
Many executions are done on the road using vehicles such as those designed by Jinguan Motors:
"Makers of the death vans say the vehicles and injections are a civilized alternative to the
firing squad, ending the life of the condemned more quickly, clinically and safely. The switch
from gunshots to injections is a sign that China "promotes human rights now," says Kang
Zhongwen, who designed the Jinguan Automobile death van in which "Devil" Zhang took his
final ride."
Source: The Guardian, USA Today

China averages 274 protests PER DAY.

"Although there are an estimated 100,000 mass protests in China each year, the vast majority
occur in the countryside among desperate and angry peasants, and are quickly suppressed and
censored."
Source: The Telegraph

When you buy Chinese stocks, you are basically financing the Chinese
government. Eight of Shanghai's top ten stocks are state‐controlled arms
of the government.

Eight of the ten largest stocks on the Shanghai Stock Exchange are nothing but state-controlled
companies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PetroChina
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China
Sinopec
Bank of China
China Shenhua Energy Company
China Life Insurance Company
Bank of Communications

Source: Wikipedia etc.

50% of counterfeit goods come from China.

"China was the main source country for [intellectual property rights] infringing articles with
54% of the total amount."
"CD/DVD was the top category of articles detained with a total amount of 79 million, which
accounted for 44% of the entire amount, followed by cigarettes (23%) and clothing and
accessories (10%)."
Source: European Commission Report

The majority of Chinese drink polluted water.

China has 20% of the world’s population but only 7% of global water resources.
To make matters worse, 90% of cities’ groundwater and 75% of rivers and lakes are polluted
according to the World Bank.
This means that 700 million people drink contaminated water every day.
Source: Wikipedia, World Bank

HOW A CHINA CRASH WOULD UNFOLD
• 14 DOMINOES OF DESTRUCTION
http://www.businessinsider.com/chinas-14-shaky-dominoes-2009-11#1-too-muchgovernment-stimulus-has-led-to-1

China's 14 Dominoes Of Destruction
|

China has delivered the world's most spectacular economic growth story in history.
Whatever your political beliefs, the Chinese have lifted millions out of poverty, more than any
aid organization in such a short period of time. China also remains a fascinating nation with one
of the richest cultural heritages in the world.
Yet the government has massively distorted the nation's economic system over the last few
decades, leading to fourteen dangerous Chinese excesses, each of which is only sustainable by
inflating the others!
Watch how each domino falls into the next one.

Watch Out For China's Fourteen Dominoes
of Destruction >>>

1. Too much government stimulus has led to...

Chinese government policy is heavily focused on stimulating economic growth.
Yet it is biased towards export stimulus in particular, most notably via its peg of the yuan to the
U.S. dollar.

2. Too much export reliance, which generated...

China's economy remains heavily dependent on other nations buying its low-cost products.

If export stimulus falls, exports would collapse.

3. Too many dollars and...

China is awash in U.S. dollars and is forced to park as much as it can into U.S. government debt.
If exports collapse, export income and the inflow of dollars would plummet. This would shock
an economic system accustomed to abundance.

4. Too much liquidity. This transformed into...

There is far too much liquidity in China.

A shock to the financial system would violently choke off liquidity and the availability of credit.

5. Too much bank lending, fueling...

Chinese banks have lent vast amounts of money far too easily, with insufficient attention to
credit risk. This is especially the case for bank lending directed by government.
A liquidity contraction would turn banks' rampant lending into rampant bad loans and financial
failure.

6. Too much manufacturing capacity, and coddling...

China is producing far too much of too many things. Manufacturing capacity has been built in
advance of high demand growth expectations.

A slowing economy and tightening liquidity would expose a glut of manufacturing capacity, too
large in relation to actual product demand.

7. Too many inefficient companies. Yet these businesses are needed to
absorb China's...

Chinese government policy is heavily focused on stimulating economic growth.
Yet it is biased towards export stimulus in particular, most notably via its peg of the yuan to the
U.S. dolllar.

8. Too many migrant job seekers, who are filled with...

Hundreds of millions of Chinese are migrating to cities in search of work.

Bankrupt businesses would destroy their hopes of employment.

9. Too high expectations as a result of...

The Chinese have witnessed the most spectacular economic growth story in history, and have
very high expectations for the prosperity which their government should deliver.
Economic hardship would severely undercut the working class's support for the Chinese political
system.

10. Too rapid economic change. Yet this growth must happen to avoid...

The success of China's economic system right now is predicated on rapid economic growth.
Maintaining rapid growth becomes increasingly difficult as an economy becomes larger. Thus
the risk of a sudden slow down increases by the day and an eventual slow down is inevitable.
This will either hit, or be hit by, most of the other dominoes in this series.

11. Too many elderly poor in the future, and...

China's 'One Child' policy has created a demographic disaster similar to Japan. By 2050, the
Chinese population will have far too many elderly being supported by too few young.
Japan has the wealth per capita to manage this issue. If China can't become a fully developed
nation with a high GDP per capita before this demographic time bomb explodes, it could be an
economic nightmare.

12. Too much public distrust. Caused by...

There is substantial distrust of information and authority.
People can easily make very bad decisions or become outraged when rumor and uncertainty rules
the day.

13. Too many restrictions of information and power. All of which has
fomented...

There are too many restrictions of information exchange and political power.
When people aren't provided a political avenue for effecting changes important to their lives,
they resort to other means such as physical violence.

14. Too much social tension. All kept under control by too much economic
growth and stimulus! Thus there are...

Clashes can happen.

Too many ways this can go wrong.

The Chinese have witnessed the most spectacular economic growth story in history, and have
very high expectations for the prosperity which their government should deliver.
Economic hardship would severely undercut the working class's support for the Chinese political
system.

•

10 WAYS A CHINA BLOW-UP WILL SLAM AMERICA
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10 Ways A China Blow-Up Will Slam
America

Beware a surprise economic crash in China.

The country is expanding like crazy, and while this may look great in the short term, there are
many signs that the country's economic path is unsustainable.
The government itself realizes the problem, but must balance the country's bubble concerns with
the zealous economic expectations of its population, and most importantly, the massive need for
job creation.
It's also a huge country and the government has far less control over the economy than it would
like to admit.

Should China's growth fall from the heavens, America would be far from immune.

Ten things to watch out for when China
collapses >>>
Without Our #1 Star, We'd Have A Double‐Dip Recession

China is undoubtedly the world's economic superstar right now.
Even during the financial crisis, Chinese GDP growth never fell below a 6% annualized rate for
any quarter, despite the global economy and most major economies plummeting into recession.
While institutions such as the IMF's may predict 3.1% global GDP growth in 2010, this is
heavily dependent on China achieving 9% GDP growth for the year. This is because neither the
U.S., Europe, or Japan are unlikely to dish out anything better than about 1.5% growth each.
Even if you consider the other, smaller BRICs economies of Brazil, Russia, and India, they are
only expected to pump out 3.5%, 1.5%, and 6.4% growth respectively.
So you can forget about a V-shaped recovery should the China success story prove itself a bit
premature. In fact, a double-dip recession would be likely.

Commodity Prices Would Collapse

Virtually the entire bullish commodity story has been driven by Chinese consumption growth.
China is now the #1 consumer of iron ore and copper, and is #2 behind the U.S. for oil.
More importantly, it is the country that provides most of the world's incremental growth in
commodities demand, which overwhelmingly drives price changes in the market.
Note China has recently begun to import a growing quantity of coal, and is a voracious consumer
of U.S. grains as well.
The problem is that the world has massively expanded commodity production to meet China's
needs, thus should China suddenly stop consuming like it has been, then most commodity prices
would likely collapse.
For example, in 2009 world copper consumption should grow 1.6%, and copper prices have gone
wild. Yet copper demand would have probably collapsed 12% if China hadn't grown its
consumption of the metal by a whopping 26% in a single year. Just as China needs commodities,
commodities badly need China also.

With A Glut Of Capacity, Other Prices Would Collapse Too

Not only commodities would see their prices slammed.
China has been consuming massive amounts of just about everything.
In response, manufacturing capacity for capital equipment and materials has been built on a scale
the world has never seen.
The U.S. would not be immune from a massive global glut for all kinds of products.
Steel is a prime example. As shown in the chart, China has built steel manufacturing capacity far
larger than anything the U.S., Europe, or Japan has... or would ever even need. Yet steel can be
exported. Thus should China's growth slow sharply, steel prices globally would be one of the
first things to take a nose dive.
In a similar fashion, a sudden China slow-down would create a supply glut for all kinds of other
products, which would drive down prices across the world, annihilating many industries in the
process. Watch out for anything that has high fixed costs and has been feeding Chinese growth.

We'd Have Another Financial Crisis

It's a badly kept secret that Chinese banks sit on piles of bad loans.
While robust economic growth may have helped hide ugly losses tucked away in China's
financial system for many years, a sudden economic shock would be disastrous.
Not only would it create waves of new bad loans as Chinese companies ran into trouble, but it
would also expose older bad loans as well, since Chinese banks wouldn't be able to cover
previous losses with rapid growth in new business.
This would send ripples throughout the world financial system, since it's not like U.S. or
European banks are in prime shape to weather any big surprises right now.
We'd get a another financial crisis, this time China-focused, though still felt in the U.S..

Who’d We Bum For Money?

Mainland China accounted for 23% of all treasury securities held by foreign nations, while Hong
Kong accounted for another 4% according to August 2009 data from the U.S. Treasury. Just a
year ago, mainland China and Hong Kong combined accounted for just 19% of holdings.
Thus the U.S. is more dependent on Chinese purchases than ever.
Surely the economic dynamics of a China collapse would be complex, yet it is likely that they'd
be far less willing or able to keep buying our debt. Other foreign nations would be hard-pressed
to make up the difference given the vast size of China's purchases. Maybe America would be
forced to actually spend only what it has.

Global Supply Chains Would Be Destroyed

Supply chains are spread across the world like never before, and China is one of the most
important centers for manufacturing.
Today's lean manufacturing can't tolerate extended disruptions either.
Thus a major disruption of supply chains that run through China could cause massive financial
losses for an extended web of interrelated companies around the world.
For example, waves of Chinese suppliers could go bankrupt, and multinational companies might
not be able to adjust their supply chains fast enough. This would delaying entire product lines
and cause widespread financial loss.
Any company with redundant supply options in other countries, a 'China Plus One' strategy if
you will, would look remarkably prescient.

There'd Be Violent Mass Protests

Let's face it, China is a social powder keg waiting to explode.
The country's communist party long lost its legitimacy based on the political values it came to
power on, given they did an economic U-turn thirty years ago and embraced capitalism.
When everyone's getting rich, it's easy to forget such technicalities. Chinese GDP per capita has
increased massively since then.
Thus economic growth has kept the party legitimate in the eyes of the Chinese. But nothing
more.
Should the China money-making-machine suddenly crash, mass unemployment, and potential
food shortages could drive the population against its own government as it suddenly realizes
"Wait, why exactly do they get to control us?".
One can already see signs of tension via news of riots that erupt based on social injustices, and in
fact, the Chinese military prepared for potential widespread domestic violence earlier this year.
Mass violence would severely complicate both American economic and political relations with
the nation.

There'd Be Risk of War With Taiwan, India, Or Others

A simple read of history shows that economic instability increases the potential for conflict
among nations.
Whether due to nationalist fervor stirred up by authorities in order to divert attention from the
economy, a conflict over natural resources, or an argument over petty territorial rights, a China
collapse would certainly raise the potential for conflict with its neighbors.
This could obviously involve Taiwan, where China has a well-known conflict over the island
nation's sovereignty, or even India, which still maintains a substantial military presence on its
Himalayan border due to a heated territorial dispute which has simmered since the two countries
went to war in 1962.
The U.S. could be easily drawn into any the conflict either by supporting an ally indirectly, or
through direct, though hopefully limited, conflict given its strong naval presence in the Pacific.
In any event, China surely has no shortage of potential soldiers. There are currently 315 million
men fit for military service and another 297 million women according to the CIA World Fact
Book.

Our China Consumer Dreams Would Be Toast

Western nations have been dreaming about China's massive domestic market for hundreds of
years. Yet time and again, these dreams have been shattered in one way or another.
The early 21st century has brought back the hope, and this time it actually looks like it is starting
to happen.
Well if China's crashes, our China aspirations will be put on hold once again.

Stocks Would Get Killed

A China crash would shock the world, slam global growth, and in turn destroy the earnings
outlook for many companies around the world.
Stocks would likely be killed, depending on how much advance warning we had.

